Notice to Airports and Air Carriers Concerning Their Rights to Review PFC Audits

The FAA Office of Airports is committed to ensuring that there is a fair and unhindered exchange of information between the airports and air carriers that collect the Passenger Facility Charge (PFC).

The PFC regulation, 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 158.69(b) (3) outlines the auditing requirements for air carriers collecting PFCs. Public agencies have the right to request a copy of collecting carriers' annual PFC audit. In the event that discrepancies or inaccuracies are noted, public agencies should notify the Airport District Offices (ADOs) or their respective Regional Office as needed for assistance in resolving these issues.

The PFC regulation provides collecting air carriers that remitted PFC revenue to the public agency a corresponding right to request a copy of the public agency's annual PFC audit.